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In the first Drapers Multichannel Report last year the findings illustrated 
how shoppers are using a number of channels to browse and purchase 
fashion, yet in our second annual report we have discovered that 
bricks-and-mortar stores remain key despite consumers’ multichannel 
approach to shopping.

There is no denying that the growth of ecommerce and mobile retail 
continues unabated. Consumers are becoming increasingly comfortable buying 
clothing and accessories online as retailers enhance their websites with 
personalisation features, extend order cut-off times for next-day delivery and 
provide fulfilment options such as click-and-collect. The proliferation of 
smartphones has driven shopping on mobiles, even if many shoppers use the 
device as a stepping to stone to buying in store or on a laptop or tablet.

But time and time again our survey of more than 2,000 UK consumers found 
that a physical location was integral to consumers shopping for fashion, from 
browsing to the final purchase as 
well as click-and-collect and 
making returns. 

At Drapers’ multichannel round 
table event, the attendees echoed 
the importance of having a variety 
of touchpoints to suit today’s 
shopper, but stressed that the store 
is still vital to the retail experience. 
The report backed this up, as 
vouchers collected online are being 
used in store and vice versa, while 
direct mail and catalogues sent through the post are driving footfall in  
physical stores. 

In this environment attributing ROI to channels is difficult for retailers,  
but there are many opportunities to interact with shoppers. Complementary 
channels are pushing sales across the consumer touchpoints and, at this time, 
much of this motion is being driven by bricks-and-mortar stores.

Drapers deputy projects editor / david.brooks@emap.com
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F ashion never stands still, and a fast-paced 
multichannel environment demands  
a responsive, retail-focused logistics 
solution. Trying to second-guess the 
market and deliver against consumer 
demands can often seem like an 

impossible task.
The findings of this report highlight the changes in 

consumer behaviour and the challenges they present. 
While the majority of consumers still favour the bricks-
and-mortar option, many supplement this with a 
substantial amount (29%) of online shopping, while  
a large proportion of shoppers (20%) favour an equal split 
between the two. As the increase in usage of smartphones 
and tablet devices further evolves the landscape and 
options for purchase, collection and return of goods 
continues to grow, it’s clear that retailers need to cover 
many bases. 

Those who have gambled on a traditional single channel 
sales platform have, all too often, fallen by the wayside, and 
those who have realised too late are scrambling to catch up.

logistics providers have a unique and crucial role to play 
in helping retailers reduce costs, risks and complexity in  
a bid to make the most of multichannel opportunities and 
gain competitive advantage. Smarter, bespoke solutions 
need to be developed in conjunction with retailers in order 
to address their specific needs. There is still progress to be 
made and the more efficient processing of returns has been 
identified by Clipper as an area of huge potential, both in 
the UK and europe.

multichannel is a broad term that covers a multitude  
of opportunities, but also carries with it challenges and 
unpredictability. But what is certain is that both ability  
and agility, two values at the heart of Clipper’s unique 
proposition, are the keys to success.
Managing director, Clipper

ForeWords

Tony Mannix
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B eing specialists in offering a joined-up, 
superior customer experience – from store 
to website to phone and beyond, and 
consistently identifying and meeting 
consumers buying patterns – is the  
backbone of any multichannel offering. 

The roles of stores and shoppers are ever changing, 
shoppers are stepping up their requirements, with the 
ability to research products, price and availability at any 
given time followed by deliveries at almost any moment 
and any location resulting in a ruthless shopper when it 
comes to their selection/shopping processes. 

One thing is clear, bricks-and-mortar stores are not 

going anywhere. In fact stores are working harder and 
smarter than ever before in fulfilling the demands of their 
customers, whether this is managing click-and-collect, 
local fulfilment or mobile demands. 

Knowledge and technology is key to success – by 
knowing your customers, their shopping behaviours and by 
having the relevant supporting technology to provide you 
with this data will enable retailers to add value at each 
stage of the buying process, resulting in a good returning 
customer base. If retailers do not have this functionality 
and are unable to provide key information to shoppers  
then they are bound to lose to their competitors. 
Head of business development, K3 Retail

Tony Bryant



r edfish Group is delighted to be 
sponsoring Drapers’ Multichannel 
Report. The convergence of the digital 
and physical worlds is a key challenge 
facing retailers in 2013 with consumers 
changing the way they shop and the 

expectation on retailers to keep up to make their retail 
journey as seamless as possible. The research clearly reflects 
this and has raised some interesting and thought-provoking 
issues for retailers to consider.  

The survey has highlighted the importance of the store to 
customers despite the rapid development of enabling online 
technology, the restrictions and opportunity of mobile, the 
demand for personalised promotion and interaction with 
channels and also the potential offered by loyalty. 

The route to true cross-channel engagement and 

delivering a personalised and relevant consumer experience 
requires implementing flexible, scalable, enabling 
technology and collaboration across the supply chain.  
Only then with a unified platform can intuitive marketing 
campaigns informed by customer intelligence be executed 
across digital media, to deliver higher conversions, reduce 
cost per customer acquisition and better lifetime values. 

We hope you find this research useful in these tough times 
to rationalise the complexities of the business environment. 
Within the Redfish Group we have the expertise to interpret 
this research to not only simplify the complex but to 
integrate our deluxe ‘best in breed’ solutions to meet the 
needs of today and tomorrow. Why not call us to discuss 
your multichannel challenges and see how Redfish solutions 
can help drive your competitive advantage.
Managing director, Redfish Group

ForeWords

Mike Anderson
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A s the line between digital and in-store 
continues to blur, fashion retailers are 
having to adapt the way they engage and 
form relationships with their customers. 
Very few consumers now shop through just 
one channel and from a marketing 

perspective this presents an interesting set of challenges 
and opportunities for merchants.

The majority of businesses still treat online and in-store 
marketing operations as fundamentally separate entities. 
This makes it difficult to ensure customers are being 
engaged with appropriately, regardless of how they  
choose to interact with a brand. To be a successful  
modern retailer means breaking free of the structural  
silos that have often developed across marketing  

channels and embrace a far more joined-up strategy. 
For retailers that get it right, the potential benefits  

of a well-defined multichannel strategy are huge.  
Increased use of smart in-store technology is a huge  
growth area for marketers and we will continue to  
see innovation in that area. 

Perhaps more important is the way brands utilise the 
relationships consumers already have with tablets and 
smartphones to engage with them in a more meaningful 
way than ever before. Investing in smarter apps, better 
mobile browsing and appropriate channel partnerships  
will all continue to bring tremendous benefits to retailers 
– particularly in areas such as data collection, customer 
conversion and driving incremental sales.
Senior director, sales, VoucherCodes.co.uk 

Marina McKeever



A s retailers continue to evolve their 
multichannel offers with personalisation  
and greater and more seamless connectivity 
between the channels, Drapers’ second  
annual Multichannel Report highlights that 
multichannel shopping is becoming 

increasingly the norm for consumers.
Our survey of 2,000 UK consumers reveals that the majority 

like to browse clothing and footwear styles and prices via two or 
more channels (65%), such as stores, websites, mobile sites and 
apps, TV shopping channels and social media. Going online  
and into physical stores are by far the two most popular channels 
for consumers to browse, 80% and 70% respectively, while 
catalogues and mail order remain popular at 26%.

IN rESpONSE TO ThE dIvErSE channels shoppers are browsing on, 
our survey proved promoting and selling across channels 
influences shoppers no matter where the final sale takes place. 
The study found that channels have propensity to influence  
sales elsewhere, underlining the cyclical nature of  
multichannel shopping. 

Direct mail and catalogues received through the post 
influence one in four consumers to go online and make a 
purchase, and also drive footfall in stores, as 22% of shoppers 
are influenced to go in store to make a purchase. Digital 
promotions also have an effect on bricks-and-mortar sales, as 
half of the respondents said direct emails affect what they buy  
in store, especially 35-plus shoppers who the study found were 
less likely to be comfortable shopping online. 

The survey showed that loyalty scheme offers generate sales 
across the channels, as 43% of consumers use vouchers picked 
up in store when shopping online, while 40% redeem online 
vouchers in store.  With a varied number of channels playing a 
role in shoppers’ buying journeys, it is understandable why many 
businesses do not simply assign revenue to the channel where 
the final sale occurs. For example, John lewis attributes online 
revenue to the nearest store by using the customer’s postcode. 

Our survey also found that the store is the preferred place 
for shoppers to complete their purchase. The majority of 
consumers (68%) are most comfortable completing fashion 

purchases in store, compared with 26% who prefer retailers’ 
websites. Age is an influencing factor in consumers’ 
preference, as 79% of the 55-plus age group prefer stores 
compared with 55% of 25-to-34-year-olds. This indicates 
that younger consumers are more likely to be comfortable 
finishing fashion purchases online.

The majority of people shop more in store than online.  
When asked for the ratio of shopping in stores versus online, 
respondents shop more often for clothing and footwear in  
bricks-and-mortar stores than retailers’ websites (67%),  
while one in five consumers do about half and half, and only 
13% of consumers shop more online than in store.

Despite enduring appeal of stores, the in-store touchscreen 
technologies being rolled out in fashion stores across the UK  
are still in the process of gaining traction with shoppers. 
Touchscreen technology is becoming increasingly widespread 
across a range of fashion retailers’ stores, from Burberry  
to young fashion retailer Pull and Bear. About 36%  
of consumers have used the technology to link up to  
retailers’ wider product variety online.

In-store wi-fi is also becoming more prevalent on the high 
street – Ted Baker and John lewis are some of the few to feature 
the technology in stores. The survey found in-store wi-fi has  
had a similar uptake, with about 25% of shoppers having used  
it. Younger age groups have taken more to both in-store features, 
as 25-to-34-year-olds are twice as likely to have used in-store 
wi-fi than 45-to-54-year-olds. 

hOwEvEr, ThIS dOES NOT downplay mobile’s importance in  
retail today. A substantial portion of web traffic now comes  
from mobile – Reiss reported last year that mobile accounted  
for 35% of visits to its site. To echo the point, our survey  
found that nearly half of the respondents use their mobile  
to browse and/or buy (45%). 

Despite the number of shoppers visiting retailer sites via their 
mobile, 22% use their mobile to research clothing and footwear 
and then buy online on another device or in store. Only 19% 
said they browse and also complete their purchases on their 
phone, indicating that many shoppers do not feel comfortable or 
like shopping via mobile. The barriers consumers cited for not 
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buying more fashion on mobile were that the screen is too small 
(46%), a preference for using a laptop or tablet (41%) and that 
navigating retailers’ websites is easier on other devices (33%). 

The continued rise in smartphone ownership and growing 
sales made via mobile devices suggest that consumers are 
becoming increasingly comfortable with m-commerce despite 
these barriers. Ofcom reported that 60% of mobile phone 
owners in the UK owned a smartphone at the end of last year, 
while the ImRG Capgemini e-Retail Sales Index revealed that 
the share of online sales made through mobile devices doubled 
year on year to 23.2% in the second quarter of 2013.

It is no surprise then that retailers remain concerned around 
mobile putting them at risk of ‘showrooming’ – the process of a 
consumer looking at product in a bricks-and-mortar store and 
then going online to find it cheaper. Our survey found that despite 
many shoppers believing clothing and footwear prices are 
generally higher in store than online (43%), in reality for fashion 
only one in five (20%) consumers try to check the clothing and 
footwear prices on their mobile when shopping in store.

pErSONalISaTION IS bECOmINg more important in ecommerce  
and was highlighted as a point of differentiation for retailers 
online. Fashion retail group Arcadia increased its average online 
order value by 67% and the average number of products per 
order by 66% after it introduced personalisation software for 
fascias such as Topshop, Topman and Dorothy Perkins. The 
software generates recommendations by tracking what a 
customer has previously looked at or bought and links to 
real-time stock information to ensure the recommended 
products are available.

With businesses providing this type of tailored experience 
online, the majority of consumers now expect some form of 
personalisation when shopping online (65%) – 36% expect 
relevant product offers, 35% want recently viewed items and 
32% expect relevant product recommendations. Younger 
consumers are more likely to be more demanding in terms of 
personalisation, as 80% of 18-to-24-year-olds expect these 
features compared with 51% of the 55-plus age group.

As well as personalisation, click-and-collect is also growing 

in popularity and has meant that even pure-plays are 
attempting to get in on the act with services such as 
collection lockers and independent pick-up points. 
Furthermore, ImRG Capgemini reported that click-and-
collect sales in the second quarter of 2013 reached a 
record high of 16% of online sales for multichannel 
retailers, up 33% on the previous year. 

Our survey echoed industry sentiment around the growing 
uptake of click-and-collect, as the majority of respondents have 
used the service (78%). meanwhile, less than half of the 
respondents prefer to return goods bought online to the most 
convenient store (47%), while 25% prefer doing so via mail. 

Another battleground in multichannel fulfilment is making 
cut-off times for next day orders as late as possible. Businesses 
such as Asos and next aim to differentiate themselves from the 
competition by offering a 10pm cut-off time. The majority of 
consumers are more likely to value a low minimum order value 
(such as £10) for free delivery in three-to-five days (53%). 
however, 47% said a late cut-off time of up to 9pm or later for 
next-day deliveries is equally or more important. 

methodology 
Drapers has created this piece of research to help our readers  
and subscribers understand how consumers want to engage  
with them across sales channels, and how they should be 
adjusting their own proposition to take into account the  
evolving shopping habits of the multichannel consumer.

We’ve asked consumers who shop for clothing in stores, 
online, using mobile or tablet devices, or even social media 
platforms, what their attitudes are to each platform and how 
they use them.

Drapers commissioned OnePoll Research to carry out the  
survey, which took place in August 2013. This report details  
the responses of more than 2,000 consumers, and provides  
a representative split of UK adults.

We have also segmented the answers by gender and age, 
which offers a wealth of insight.

executive summAry (continued) 
& methodology

Sponsors
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store vs online

u

KEY
●  I always shop in a physical store and never online

●  I shop mostly in a physical store and do a small minority of shopping online

●  I generally shop in a physical store but also sometimes online

●  I do about half of my shopping in a physical store and half online

●  I generally shop online but also sometimes shop in a physical store

●  I shop mostly online and do a small minority in a physical store
●  I always shop online and never in a physical store

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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F M F M F M F M F M F M F M 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+
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How much do you shop for clothing and footwear in a physical 
store versus online?

16.5%
28.7%

21.7%

7.8%

4.3%

20.1%

0.9%

t he majority of people shop more in bricks-and-
mortar stores than online (66.9%). The most 
popular option is that consumers mostly shop  
in a physical store and do a small minority of 

shopping online (28.7%), though one in five people do  
about half and half.

Women shop more online than men – 71% of males 
shop more in stores than online versus 63% of females. 
Consumers in the 55-plus age group are the most likely to 
shop in a physical store and never online at 27% compared 
with 9% of 18-to-24-year-olds, while one in four of 
18-to-44-year-olds do about half online and half in store.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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BroWsing

u

KEY
●  Retailers’ stores

●  Retailers’ websites

●  Catalogues/mail order

●  Retailers’ mobile sites/apps

●  Retailers’ call centres

●  TV shopping

●  Price comparison/voucher sites

●  News sites
●  Social media

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+
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Where do you like to browse for clothing and footwear styles and prices?

79.9%
70%

25.8%
12.5%

4.1%
6.5%

13.3%
3.8%
4.9%

t he majority of shoppers (65%) use two or more 
channels in the browsing process, with retailers’ 
stores (79.9%) and websites (70%) by far the 
most popular channels. 

Women like to browse retailers’ websites more than men 
(76% compared with 63%), as well as catalogues/mail 

order (30% compared with 20%). Retailers’ stores is  
the most popular channel for browsing for all age  
groups except 25-to-34-year-olds, which prefer  
going online. Social media is much more popular  
with 18-to-24-year-olds (16%) than it is with  
25-to-34-year-olds (6%).

Drapers’ top-line findings
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purchAsing

u

KEY
●  Retailers’ stores

●  Retailers’ websites

●  Catalogues/mail order

●  Retailers’ mobile sites/apps

●  Retailers’ call centres
●  TV shopping

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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F M F M F M F M F M F M 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+
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Where are you most comfortable completing your clothing 
and footwear purchases?

67.9%

26.2%

4%

1.2%

0.1%

0.6%

c onsumers prefer to complete their clothing and 
footwear purchases in stores – more men opted 
for stores compared with women, while women 
are more comfortable purchasing online. 

The most popular age group for preferring to complete 

purchases in store are shoppers aged 55-plus (79% 
compared with 68% of 45-to-54-year -olds). Retailers’ 
websites had the highest share among 25-to-34-year-olds 
(36% versus a range between 18% and 26% from the  
other age groups).

Drapers’ top-line findings
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touchscreens

u

KEY
●  Yes, I browsed and bought

●  Yes, just to browse

●  No, I'm not interested

●  No, I have not noticed these features in store

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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F M F M F M F M 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+
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40

50

Have you ever used a retailer’s touchscreen technology, such as iPads and 
kiosks, in clothing or footwear stores to look at or order products online?

17.6%

18.7%

21.3%

42.4%

m en are slightly less receptive to touchscreen 
technology in store – 24% compared with 
19% of women are not interested, though 
an equal share of both (38% each) had 

used the technology.  

The younger consumers aged between 18 and 34 are 
more likely to have tried these features, while older 
shoppers are the least likely to notice in-store touchscreens 
(52% of the 55-plus age range versus 33% of 18-to-24-
year-olds).

Drapers’ top-line findings
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Wi-Fi

u

KEY
●   Yes, to check other store locations and research product prices, read reviews 

and find out more product information

●  Yes, to buy product from other retailers

●   Yes, to allow the retailer to get in contact with offers while in store and to  
redeem offers in store, such as voucher apps

●  No, I’ve never noticed it but would use it

●  No, it’s a hassle to log on to and/or I just use the 3G on my smartphone
●  No, I do not use my phone when out shopping

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

20
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Have you used in-store wi-fi?

14.9%

9.1%

7.1%

20.6%

14.8%

40.1%

A positive sign for in-store wi-fi is that 14.9% 
already use it to check other store locations and 
for research, while 20.6% have never noticed it 
but would like to use the feature. 

The use of in-store wi-fi is greater in younger  
age groups. This is highlighted by the fact that older 

consumers are less likely to use their phone while  
out shopping.

Drapers also found that consumers earning £40,000  
to £59,999 are the most likely use in-store wi-fi, as  
they are the group most likely to use their phone while  
out shopping.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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moBile usAge

u

KEY
●   To research clothing and footwear and then buy online  

on another device or in store

●  To research and buy clothing and footwear

●  To buy items researched on other devices

●  None, I do not use my phone to do any of the above

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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F M F M F M F M 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+
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What are you more likely to use your mobile phone for?

21.7%

18.5%

4.8%

55%

l ess than half of consumers use their phone  
to research and/or buy clothing and footwear  
via a mobile phone.

Women are more likely to research on  
their phone (24% versus 18% of men), while men and 
women are equally likely to browse as well as buy on  
their mobile. 

Interestingly, the 18-to-24-year-old age group is most 
likely to browse and buy elsewhere (39% compared with 
29% of 25-to-34-year-olds). 

The more consumers earn the more likely they are to 
shop this way, as browsing and buying elsewhere is most 
popular with those earning £60,000 and above, and  
least popular with those earning £19,999 and below.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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moBile FAilings

u

KEY
●  The screen is too small

●  Navigating the retailer’s websites is easier on other devices

●  Paying for items is too long and cumbersome a process

●  I'm uncomfortable with the security of paying on a phone

●  I prefer to use a laptop or tablet computer
●  It is hard to shop around on smartphones

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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What stops you from making more purchases on your phone?

45.6%

33.2%

19.8%

29.5%

41.4%

19.6%

u sability on mobile sites is still a hindrance  
to shopping by phone. Although there are  
some rapid developments in the area of 
simplifying payments options, mobile  

phones are still perceived as browsing rather than 

purchasing devices. 
We believe that the real opportunity to improve mobile 

conversions is in proactively targeting consumers with 
relevant and compelling promotions where a purchase  
is only a click away. 

Redfish Group’s viewpoint



Ecommerce 
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decision-mAking

u

KEY
●  Photographs of the garment

●  Images of the garment on a model

●  The ability to zoom in on images

●  Video of the garment

●  Reviews and ratings

●  Size measurements of the garment

●  Size chart

●  Images of a garment on a mannequin that is your exact body size and shape

●  A detailed description of each garment

●   The ability to reserve an item and try it on in store, via click-and-collect or  
click-and-reserve

●  Other

●  None – I do not shop online

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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What functionality on a clothing retailer’s website would help you 
decide what to buy?

54.4%
38.5%

51.9%
18.4%

38.3%
44.2%

35.8%
21.7%

32.7%
23.5%

0.9%
10.5%

t here is little doubt that online conversions still 
remain relatively low in comparison to those in 
store. One of the key issues for retailers is how 
to deliver an inspiring and compelling fashion 

experience to online customers. 
Redfish Group’s proprietary ‘Rich Collections’ solution is 

designed to engage the browser, maximise the impact  
of your brand across all digital channels and increase 
conversions through the creation of high-impact product 
collections. It is key, however, to get the basics right by 
rendering clear, large product images, both worn and flat 
along with the ability to zoom. 

Redfish Group’s viewpoint
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personAlisAtion

u

KEY
●  Relevant product recommendations

●  Recently viewed items

●  Relevant editorial content

●  Relevant product offers
●  I do not expect any of the above

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview
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30

40

Do you expect clothing or footwear retailer websites to 
provide you with the following personalised content?

31.5%

34.6%

13.9%

36.3%

34.8%

A significant percentage of respondents expect 
some form of personalisation of ecommerce, 
with 36% assuming retailers will provide  
them with relevant product offers. 

Consumers are now looking for deeper relationships 
with the brands they shop with. Providing relevant, timely 
offers is a fantastic way to engage with customers on  
a more personal level.   

VoucherCodes.co.uk’s viewpoint
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pricing

u

KEY
●  I think retailers generally offer better prices online than they do in store

●  I try to check the price of items on my phone before I buy them in store

●   I'm less likely to compare prices of clothing and footwear items than  
other purchases

●   I don't buy anything in store without checking the price online and on my phone 
as I need to know I'm getting the retailer's best price

●  I've never compared the price of clothing and footwear when shopping in store

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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Which do you agree with when it comes to clothing and footwear 
pricing online?

43.4%

20%

17.2%

6.1%

24.5%

A significant 43% of consumers still feel online 
shopping offers better value and 75% have 
checked the price of clothing and footwear  
when shopping in store.

As digital and in-store experiences continue to blur, 
retailers looking to drive footfall in store must ensure 
consistent pricing and promotional opportunities across  
all platforms.

VoucherCodes.co.uk’s viewpoint
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click-And-collect

u

KEY
●  I can try on products I’ve ordered online in store

●  It’s more convenient to collect items than have them delivered

●  I like visiting a store knowing items are reserved for me

●  I’d rather products were delivered to my home

●  I don’t like ordering or paying for items online

●  I don’t have access to the internet at home
●  Don’t know, I've never tried the service

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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What’s appealing or unappealing about using click-and-collect services for 
clothing and footwear purchases?

36.6%
30.9%

25.1%
20.7%

0.5%

5.2%

21.7%

t he figures show that, despite many shoppers 
having tried click-and-collect, there is still  
some way to go for retailers to convince 
consumers of the benefits, especially among 

older age groups. The split between generations is  
backed up by general convention that younger people  
are relatively ‘time poor’. 

As click-and-collect becomes more established  
in UK retail, we’d expect it to become increasingly 
important to overall sales figures – already predicted  
at £2.5bn for 2013. It offers the best of both  
worlds for the consumer – the tactile benefits of  
in-store shopping, with the convenience of online  
ordering.

Clipper’s viewpoint
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click-And-collect

u

KEY
●  Most of the time

●  Sometimes, but only if it is convenient

●  Rarely, I just like to make sure the product is there

●  Never
●  I don’t use click-and-collect

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range

Overview

How often do you pick up orders the next day when using  
click-and-collect?

19.8%

28.6%

12.1%

3.5%

36.0%
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F rom this data, speed is not the only driver for 
consumers, with only 20% collecting orders the 
next day most of the time. The key factor in 
click-and-collect is convenience – offering the 

right choice at the right location for the right price.
It’s vital to have the right systems and processes in place 

to accurately manage stock, as click-and-collect consumers 
expect items to arrive on time and in perfect condition. 
Accurate, real-time stock information and visibility is vital 
to our multichannel consumers. An agile solution 
combined with the ability to deliver on expectation  
and promises is vital.

Clipper’s viewpoint
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sociAl mediA

u

KEY
●  Yes, I follow brands and retailers for special offers and discounts

●  Yes, I do so to keep up to date on new products

●  Yes, because I find their social media posts of general interest

●  No, I'm not interested

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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Do you follow any clothing or footwear retailers/brands on social 
media and, if so, why?

18.6%

15.3%

4.7%

67.6%

o nly 18.6% of consumers follow brands and 
retailers for special offers and discounts,  
and 15.3% do so to keep up-to-date on  
new products. 

Women are more likely to follow clothing or  
footwear retailers/brands on social media, as 73%  

of men are not interested compared with 66% 
of women. 

Following retailers/brands on social media is more  
likely among the younger consumer – 89% of the 55-plus  
age group do not do this compared with only 42%  
of 18-to-24-years-olds.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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sociAl mediA

u

KEY
●   Shared clothing or footwear you’ve bought or own via embedded functionality 

on a retailer’s website
●   Clicked on a link that a friend or family member has shared of a clothing or 

footwear product

●  Clicked on a link that a retailer or brand has shared of a clothing or  
 footwear product

●  Clicked on a promotional link that a retailer or brand has shared

●  Clicked on an entertaining or informative link a retailer or brand has shared

●  Shared products while in a store changing room
●  I have not done any of the above

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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Have you done any of the following on social media?

7.6%
14.3%

12.5%
11.5%

4.7%
0.8%

68.8%

t he data shows that it makes little difference if a 
link is shared by someone a consumer knows or 
a retailer, as 14.3% have clicked on a link a 
friend or family member has shared of a 

clothing or footwear product, while 12.5% have done so 
for a link a retailer or brand has shared of a product.

Women are more active on social media in this manner, 

– 16% of female consumers have clicked on a link a friend 
or family member has shared of a clothing or footwear 
product, compared with 13% of males. 

Social media is the domain of the younger shopper, as 
most 18-to-34-year-olds have shared or clicked on a link in 
terms of clothing and footwear, while the majority in the 
older ranges have not done this.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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concerns

u

KEY
●  Free delivery

●  Quick delivery

●  A late cut-off time the following day for ordering online for next-day deliveries

●   Reliable delivery comes first. I’m happy to wait longer, and even pay more, as 
long as I get it when they say I will

●   If I’ve bought something special, I want the delivery method and  
the presentation of the package to feel special too

●   A range of delivery and collection options in terms of timing  
and delivery address

●  Free returns

●  A range of returns options

●  Other

●  None – I have not ordered online

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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What are your prime concerns when ordering an item online to be 
delivered to your home/office/in store or secure collection point?

67.6%
47.7%

10.5%
17.6%

8%
22.7%

51.5%
16.9%

0.4%
9.7%

F ree delivery (67.6%), free returns (51.5%) and 
quick delivery (47.7%) are still the prime 
concerns for product delivery. The popularity of 
free delivery has risen since last year’s report, 

while slightly fewer consumers emphasise free returns. 

Female shoppers are more demanding of retailers’ 
online fulfilment options, while all age ranges highlight 
free delivery, quick delivery and free returns as important. 
Interestingly, free delivery is most popular with shoppers 
who earn £60,000 and more.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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online delivery

u

KEY
●   A low minimum order value, such as £10, for free delivery in 

three to five days

●  A late cut-off time of up to 9pm or later for next-day deliveries

●  Both are of equal importance

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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What is more important when ordering online for delivery?

53.2%

11.9%

34.9%

m ultichannel has driven a fundamental and 
lasting change among UK and european 
shopping habits. Consumers don’t so much 
expect choice – they demand it. Those 

retailers who don’t offer the right options are finding 
consumer loyalty doesn’t stretch far. 

Consumers expect high levels of service satisfaction, 

whether they’re shopping in store or online. One slip – a 
missed delivery slot, a damaged garment or a late refund 
– and fashion retailers can come in for a volley of criticism, 
facilitated by online and social media. 

Collaboration across supply chain is vital to ensuring 
consumer satisfaction, and all parties need to be reading 
from the same script.

Drapers’ top-line findings
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returns

u

KEY
●  I like to return to the most convenient store

●  I like to return online purchases via mail

●   I like to return all purchases to a local collection point/
convenience store ie, using Collect+

●  I like to return via courier

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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What is your preferred method of returning goods bought online?

46.8%

24.7%

12.6%

15.9%

l ess than half of respondents prefer to return 
goods to the most convenient store (46.8%), 
while 24.7% like to return online purchases via 
mail. 

Women prefer to return in store (49% versus 44% of 
males), while about one in four of both groups prefer to 
mail unwanted goods back. 

At least half of shoppers aged between 18 and 44 prefer 
to return in store, though this is still the most popular 
method for older consumers (about 40%). 

The majority of consumers who earn between £40,000 
and £59,999 like to return goods to the store, while less 
than half from the remaining salary groups prefer this 
method of return.

Drapers’ viewpoint
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personAlisAtion

u

KEY
●   Yes, I would like a retail service that recognises me both online  

and in store, and caters to my preferences

●  No, I only like a personalised shopping experience online

●  No, I like to shop anonymously both online and in store

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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Would you like a retail service personalised to your shopping habits 
that recognises you in physical stores and on ecommerce sites based 
on this data?

31.8%

16.5%

51.7%

A s the shopping cultures change with products 
being available any time, anywhere and any 
place, technology is playing a vital part in 
everyday life. This demonstrates how 

personalisation is starting to form part of the overall 
shopping experience. 

It may not be widely utilised at the moment and perhaps 

only pertinent to certain areas such as online shopping  
and email communication (48.3% like a personalised 
experience online). however, as technology evolves and  
retailers embrace this culture, it might be an area where 
retailers could reap rewards from knowing their customers’ 
shopping behaviours and being able to communicate with 
them on a one-to-one basis.   

K3 Retail’s viewpoint
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personAlisAtion

u

KEY
●  Email

●  Email accessible via mobile

●  Text message

●  Direct mail

●  Catalogues

●  Social network
●  Prefer not to receive personalised marketing from retailers

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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What is your preferred method for receiving personalised promotions 
from retailers?

54.6%
5.5%
4.2%
5.6%
4.7%

1.7%
23.7%

r elevance is king in the delivery of personalised 
promotions. Getting the content right can 
produce a 10% response rate, get it wrong and 
you are looking at less than a 2% rate and quite 

probably a few irritated customers. 
Due to the complexity of consumers shopping habits and 

cross-channel behaviour, sophisticated software solutions 

and technologies are required to process large amounts  
of data. Our research has indicated that traditional  
CRm solutions are flawed when it comes to accurate  
data segmentation. 

however, using more sophisticated software can help  
you deliver targeted and relevant promotions that will  
have a real impact.

Redfish Group’s viewpoint
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promotions

u

KEY
●  Emails direct from retailers affect what I buy in store

●  Emails direct from retailers affect what I buy online

●  Advertorial content featured in blogs and magazines affects what I buy in store

●  Advertorial content featured in blogs and magazines affects what I buy online
●   Notifications and posts from retailers on social media sites such as Facebook 

and Twitter affect what I buy in store
●   Notifications and posts from retailers on social media sites such as Facebook 

and Twitter affect what I buy online
●   Emails or app notifications from third-party sites ie, voucher sites offering 

discounts from specific retailers affect what I buy in store
●   Emails or app notifications from third-party sites ie, voucher sites offering 

discounts from specific retailers affect what I buy online
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What influences what you buy and where when it comes to 
promotions for clothing and footwear purchases?

50.1%
46.7%

13.5%
8.5%

6.2%
5.1%

8.6%
11.2%

h alf of the respondents said direct emails 
affect what they buy in store, while 48%  
said emails affect what they buy online.

Direct emails continue to be a powerful 

driver of sales both in store and online, particularly  
when contrasted with more traditional marketing  
channels such as paid for advertorial in blogs  
and magazines.

VoucherCodes.co.uk’s viewpoint
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direct mAil

u

KEY
●  Make a purchase via mail order

●  Go into store to make a purchase

●  Go into store to browse but not make a purchase

●  Go online to make a purchase

●  Go online to browse but not make a purchase

●  Make a purchase via a mobile site

●  Access a mobile site to browse but not make a purchase

●  Ignore
●  I have not received or noticed any direct mail communications from retailers
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If you receive direct mail and/or catalogues through the post from 
retailers does it motivate you to do any of the following?

15.2%
22.4%

14.4%
24.8%

20.3%
2.4%
2.4%

23.6%
17.7%

d irect mail and catalogues are tactile,  
targeted and measurable and go unnoticed  
by your competitors. They are also an  
effective tool for maintaining relationships 

with existing customers and building brand awareness. 
It is for this reason why this medium is experiencing 

resurgence from pure-play and bricks-and-mortar  
retailers. 

Redfish Group’s viewpoint
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loyAlty

KEY
●  Redeem online vouchers in a clothing or footwear retailer’s store

●  Use vouchers from stores when shopping online

●  Redeem vouchers on a smartphone in store

●  None of the above

Broken down by gender Broken down by age range
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Loyalty schemes often reward customers with offers, vouchers or 
discounts to encourage you to shop online or in store. Do you do any 
of the following?

39.7%

42.6%

10.8%

35.9%

l oyalty programmes boost customer retention, 
keep shoppers involved with the brand and gain 
valuable intelligence that can be integrated  
into cross-channel marketing campaigns. 

The effort to build and maintain a personal relationship 
with a customer and reinforce brand differentiation  

depends heavily on harnessing data across channels. 
In our experience the application of loyalty-driven enabling 

technology to grow the customer base can be achieved 
quickly and cost effectively to deliver a sustained business 
advantage to retailers. The number of ‘active’ customers will 
be the measure of retail success in the 21st century. 

Redfish Group’s viewpoint


